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Abstract

Objective—To accurately determine whether there are any features of an abnormal cervical smear that predispose to the production of a false negative report, in order to gain insight into why false negative reports are issued, and to establish whether there are steps that can be taken to reduce them.

Design—A quantitative retrospective analysis using the AxioHOME microscope of the number, size, and spatial distribution of abnormal cells in a set of 50 slides comprising a mixture of false negative and true positive cervical smears.

Setting—Five different cytology laboratories in the United Kingdom.

Results—False negative smears were found to be quantitatively different from true positive smears. They contained significantly fewer abnormal cells (median number of abnormal cells for false negatives = 173, median number of abnormal cells for true positives = 1712; p < 0.004), and these were more likely to be unevenly distributed on the slide. It was possible to predict with a high degree of accuracy whether a smear was a false negative by analysing number and distribution alone (κ = 0.57).

Conclusions—False negatives are quantitatively different from true positive cervical smears. This has important implications for quality assurance in the UK cervical screening programme. More consideration needs to be given to the effectiveness of existing quality assurance measures, which need to be tailored to the preferential detection of this type of abnormal cervical smear.

(J Clin Pathol 1999;52:358–362)
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False negative rates in cervical cytology are often quoted as being between 5% and 50%. The wide variation can be accounted for by different study design and by different methods of calculating the false negative rate. It is extremely difficult to determine the absolute false negative rate accurately; most studies therefore quote relative values, based on the sensitivity of cervical screening against the final cytology report, or against histologically confirmed lesions. The exact scale of the false negative problem is therefore impossible to quantify. Despite this, the problem of false negative cytology has recently resulted in a high level of adverse publicity for certain cytology laboratories.

The reasons why a false negative report might be issued are poorly understood. One method of determining the false negative rate is by review of previous negative cervical smears women with histologically confirmed cases of CIN3 or invasive squamous carcinoma. These smears often contain abnormal cells, and their frequency gives an approximate indication of the laboratory false negative rate. Although this approach is not necessarily of any benefit to the patient, since mistakes only come to light after a long delay, analysis of the cellular content of these slides can give us an insight into the reasons why a false negative report might be generated. In this retrospective study, we have analysed the cellular characteristics of cervical smears with the AxioHOME microscope, which is a system for the quantitative analysis of microscopic variables. The test cohort comprised smears from women with histologically confirmed cases of...
CIN3 which were originally reported as being negative but which on subsequent review were found to contain abnormal cells. True positive smears were admixed as a control set in a randomised, blinded order. The AxioHOME was used to accurately mark all abnormal cells, and to make measurements of the size, number, and distribution of a representative sample of the abnormal cells.

Methods
TEST COHORT
The test slides comprised 150 cervical smears collected by JPO’s. These were obtained from five cytology laboratories in the United Kingdom, each centre providing 30 smears. The centres each reviewed previously archived negative smears from cases of histologically confirmed CIN3 (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia, grade 3). Those smears which contained dyskaryotic cells missed during the original screening process, generating a false negative report, were designated as “false negative” (FN) for the purpose of this study.

The centres then retrieved two abnormal smears reported immediately before and immediately after the false negative smears, with dyskaryotic cells which had been detected during the original screening process, generating a true positive report; these slides were designated “true positive” (TP) slides for the purposes of this study.

Each centre then submitted 30 slides, including 10 FN smears, and 20 TP smears, making a test set of 150 smears, comprising 50 FN and 100 TP smears.

For this study we included 50 of the set of 150 cervical smears, selected by JPOs in a proportion of FN to TP which was unknown to the reviewers (JH and RB).

AxioHOME MICROSCOPE
The AxioHOME microscope consists of a computer attached to a microscope which can measure movement on the microscope stage, and projects an image directly onto the field of view. The observer can use the computer mouse to make direct measurements of microscopic objects. The technical specifications of the AxioHOME have been described in detail elsewhere.12 The system is extremely useful for the accurate measurement of variables such as cell size and cell count. It has a user based decision making process for measuring morphometric variables, based on the principle of drawing directly around the microscope image with the mouse. This means that it can easily be used in the case of overlapping cells to accurately delinate the boundaries of the cells. However, variation can be introduced through the user’s choice of cell to draw, and also through inaccurate drawing of the microscope image. These variables can be reduced through the use of a high quality mouse and through experience in the drawing technique. Both variables were tested by repeating the measurements for a subset of the cases (n = 5) by the same reviewer (to measure intraobserver variation) and by a different reviewer (to measure interobserver variation).

The AxioHOME microscope was calibrated before each analysis.

PROTOCOL FOR MEASUREMENTS
The slides were anonymised, cleaned, and all marks removed. The coordinates of the coverslip were recorded in the general morphometry mode of the AxioHOME microscope.

The slides were then screened using the screening-reviewing software of the AxioHOME, to gain an overall impression of the number and distribution of dyskaryotic cells. This process also ensured that the whole area under the coverslip was observed by the reviewers. The AxioHOME was then placed in the general morphometry mode for the
accurate determination of the size, number, and distribution of dyskaryotic cells.

The precise location of every dyskaryotic cell in the smear was mapped by placing an “electronic dot” exactly on top of each cell. Where the abnormal cell count exceeded 2000 cells, it was decided to mark representative dyskaryotic cells only up to a count of 2000, since larger counts slowed down the AxioHOME software and were too labour intensive. Additional cell counts for these very cellular slides were then estimated, and this was added to the number counted quantitatively to give an estimated total for slides with many abnormal cells.

The size of up to 50 single dyskaryotic cells was measured by drawing around the cell perimeter with the mouse.

The nucleus to cytoplasm ratio (n/c) was determined by measuring the nuclear area of the same cells, and dividing the recorded nuclear area by the recorded cell area (cytoplasmic area), to give a precise n/c ratio.

The data were exported from the AxioHOME system in dbase IV format into Microsoft Access, where a custom designed database processed the coordinates and produced a distribution table in the form of a grid of x-y coordinates with the cell count of abnormal cells in each square of the grid. This was then processed by Microsoft Excel into a distribution map, to give a clear indication as to the cell distribution for each slide.

Mean cell size and mean n/c ratio for each slide was calculated using SPSS statistical package.

The reviewers then predicted whether each slide was an FN or a TP slide by comparing cell counts and distribution maps alone. The actual slide status (TP or FN) was then disclosed and this result was compared with the predicted status of the slide (TP or FN). A \( \kappa \) statistic was calculated for the level of agreement of the predicted slide status versus the actual slide status.

Results

ABNORMAL CELL COUNT

Figure 1 shows the total abnormal cell count for each of the FN slides analysed, and for each of the TP slides analysed. The median abnormal cell count for FN slides was 163. The median abnormal cell count for TP slides was 1712. These results were significantly different (\( p < 0.004 \)).

ABNORMAL CELL SIZE

Figure 2 shows the mean abnormal cell size for the FN and TP slides analysed. The mean cell size for FN slides was 268.4 µm\(^2\) (95% confidence interval (CI), 222.0 to 313.9). The mean cell size for TP slides was 340.01 µm\(^2\) (95% CI, 294.3 to 385.7). These results were not significantly different.

ABNORMAL CELL NUCLEUS TO CYTOPLASM RATIO

The mean n/c ratio for abnormal cells in the FN slides was 0.379. The mean n/c ratio for abnormal cells in the TP slides was 0.359. These were not significantly different.

DISTRIBUTION OF ABNORMAL CELLS IN SLIDE

Figure 3 shows a typical example of the number and distribution of abnormal cells for an FN slide. Figure 4 shows a typical example of the number and distribution of abnormal cells for a TP slide. Figure 5 shows the FN and TP slides classified from the distribution maps into five different categories.

PREDICTION OF SLIDE STATUS

After measurements were finished, the true status of each slide was disclosed to the reviewers, and a comparison made of the predicted status to the true status of each slide. The status of 41 of 50 slides was predicted correctly, giving a \( \kappa \) statistic of 0.57 (95% CI, 0.30 to 0.84).
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An example might be small for cells, but which are benign and normal in images which are very similar to the searched observer sees many millions of microscopic observer to detect the abnormal cells in a smear primary reason for the inability of the human negative report. of abnormal smear which generates a false negative fraction, but instead concentrate on specifically evaluated on the laboratory false assurance are not based on methodology not currently the situation in the United Kingdom; existing recommendations for quality assurance are not based on methodology specifically evaluated on the laboratory false negative fraction, but instead concentrate on methods tested on a laboratory backlog.1,4

Furthermore, the low slide coverage and high screening rate associated with these methods1 make them unlikely to detect the type of abnormal smear which generates a false negative report.

The results described here suggest that a primary reason for the inability of the human observer to detect the abnormal cells in a smear with a false negative report is to do with the problem of habituation; that is to say, the observer sees many millions of microscopic images which are very similar to the searched cells, but which are benign and normal in every sense. An example might be small haemopoietic cells. This process of continual exposure desensitises the observer to this type of object, so that on the rare occasion when the image is one of a small, severely dyskaryotic cell, the previous high level of exposure means that the cells are ignored, with disastrous consequences for the woman from whom the smear was obtained.

The study also shows that low abnormal cell counts and small abnormal cells do not account for all instances of FN reports. We have shown in a previous study5 using the AxioHOME to monitor slide coverage and screening time, that primary screeners do not always cover the whole area under the coverslip, and that FNs are likely to arise when slide scanning rates are high. A typical scanning rate for primary screening is 1.7 microscope fields a second, but scanning rates higher than four fields a second are likely to generate false negative reports. These are separate issues, which also have not received the attention that they deserve. These problems may account for those instances of FN reports where there are abundant or large, well displayed cells.

Our results are similar to those of Bosch et al and Mitchell and Medley,2,8 who used a similar design, except that variables were measured qualitatively, and therefore represent much less accurate data than ours. We did not attempt to measure variables which could not be accurately assessed with the AxioHOME, such as nuclear chromasia.

Our results do not show any statistically significant difference in the size of abnormal cells between false negative and true positive smears, but fig 2 suggests that the results are tantalisingly close to showing a significant difference, which perhaps will only be demonstrated by another study on a larger sample.

Our study has also showed the versatility of the AxioHOME system in the morphometric and spatial analysis of cytological objects. Inter- and intraobserver variations are relatively small, and the system provides output data that can be easily manipulated, even by custom designed software.

This study highlights the need for a re-evaluation of the processes involved in the screening of cervical smears in the cytology laboratory, and continuing investigation of the characteristics of false negative smears. Such research may eventually reward us with a better understanding of how these tragic events can be minimised.
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